From Dictatorship To Democracy Online
Gene Sharp
Getting the books From Dictatorship To Democracy Online Gene Sharp now is not type of
challenging means. You could not on your own going taking into account ebook heap or library or
borrowing from your links to approach them. This is an unquestionably easy means to specifically
acquire guide by on-line. This online broadcast From Dictatorship To Democracy Online Gene Sharp
can be one of the options to accompany you later having additional time.
It will not waste your time. consent me, the e-book will utterly aerate you additional matter to read.
Just invest little become old to way in this on-line revelation From Dictatorship To Democracy
Online Gene Sharp as capably as review them wherever you are now.

Undoing the Demos - Wendy Brown
2015-02-06
This is a book for the age of resistance, for the
occupiers of the squares, for the generation of
Occupy Wall Street. The premier radical political
philosopher of our time offers a devastating
critique of the way neoliberalism has hollowed
out democracy.
The Failure of Nonviolence - Peter Gelderloos
2015-03-01
In the years since the end of the Cold War many
new social movements have started peacefully,
only to adopt a diversity of tactics as they grew
in strength and collective experiences. The last
ten years have revealed more clearly than ever
the role of nonviolence. Propped up by the
media, funded by the government, and managed
by NGOs, nonviolent campaigns around the
world have helped oppressive regimes change
their masks, and have helped police to limit the
growth of rebellious social movements.
Repeatedly losing the debate within the
movements themselves, proponents of
nonviolence have increasingly turned to the
mainstream media and to government and
institutional funding to drown out critical voices.
The Failure of Nonviolence examines most of the
major social upheavals following the Cold War to
reveal the limits of nonviolence and uncover
what a diverse, unruly, non-pacified movement
can accomplish. Critical of how a diversity of
tactics has functioned so far, this book discusses
how movements for social change can win
ground and open the spaces necessary to plant

the seeds of a new world.
World Report 2017 - Human Rights Watch
2017-02-28
The human rights records of more than ninety
countries and territories are put into perspective
in Human Rights Watch's signature yearly
report. Reflecting extensive investigative work
undertaken in 2016 by Human Rights Watch
staff, in close partnership with domestic human
rights activists, the annual World Report is an
invaluable resource for journalists, diplomats,
and citizens, and is a must-read for anyone
interested in the fight to protect human rights in
every corner of the globe.
Random Selection in Politics - Lyn Carson
1999
How might the entire citizenry of a country
make the decisions that affect them? Carson and
Martin provide the first accessible and
comprehensive overview of "random selection"
as a possible process for transforming our
modern political systems. Random selection,
they show, can and has been used in community
participation in short-term decision making and
long-term planning. It can be a powerful tool in
the development of local, federal, and
international policy.
How We Win - George Lakey 2018-12-04
A lifetime of activist experience from a civil
rights legend informs this playbook for building
and conducting nonviolent direct action
campaigns In an era of massive worldwide
protests for racial and economic justice, it is
important to remember that marching is only
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one way to take to the streets. Protest must be
supplemented with the sustained direct action
campaigns that are crucial to winning major
reforms. Beginning as a trainer in the civil rights
movement of the 1960s, George Lakey has spent
decades helping direct action tactics flourish
and succeed on the front lines of social change.
Now, in this timely and down-to-earth guide, he
passes the torch to a new generation of activists.
Lakey looks to successful campaigns across the
world to help us see what has worked, what
hasn’t, and why: from choosing the right target
to designing a creative campaign; from avoiding
burnout within your group to building a
movement of movements to achieve real
progressive victories. Drawing on the
experiences of a diverse set of ambitious changemakers, How We Win shows us the way to
justice, peace, and a sustainable economy. This
is what democracy looks like.
The Divided Brain and the Search for
Meaning - Iain McGilchrist 2012-07-15
In this 10,000-word essay, written to
complement Iain McGilchrist's acclaimed The
Master and His Emissary, the author asks why despite the vast increase in material well-being people are less happy today than they were half
a century ago, and suggests that the division
between the two hemispheres of the brain has a
critical effect on how we see and understand the
world around us. In particular, McGilchrist
suggests, the left hemisphere's obsession with
reducing everything it sees to the level of
minute, mechanistic detail is robbing modern
society of the ability to understand and
appreciate deeper human values. Accessible to
readers who haven't yet read The Master and
His Emissary as well as those who have, this is a
fascinating, immensely thought-provoking essay
that delves to the very heart of what it means to
be human.
Why Civil Resistance Works - Erica Chenoweth
2011-08-09
For more than a century, from 1900 to 2006,
campaigns of nonviolent resistance were more
than twice as effective as their violent
counterparts in achieving their stated goals. By
attracting impressive support from citizens,
whose activism takes the form of protests,
boycotts, civil disobedience, and other forms of
nonviolent noncooperation, these efforts help

separate regimes from their main sources of
power and produce remarkable results, even in
Iran, Burma, the Philippines, and the Palestinian
Territories. Combining statistical analysis with
case studies of specific countries and territories,
Erica Chenoweth and Maria J. Stephan detail the
factors enabling such campaigns to succeed and,
sometimes, causing them to fail. They find that
nonviolent resistance presents fewer obstacles
to moral and physical involvement and
commitment, and that higher levels of
participation contribute to enhanced resilience,
greater opportunities for tactical innovation and
civic disruption (and therefore less incentive for
a regime to maintain its status quo), and shifts in
loyalty among opponents' erstwhile supporters,
including members of the military establishment.
Chenoweth and Stephan conclude that
successful nonviolent resistance ushers in more
durable and internally peaceful democracies,
which are less likely to regress into civil war.
Presenting a rich, evidentiary argument, they
originally and systematically compare violent
and nonviolent outcomes in different historical
periods and geographical contexts, debunking
the myth that violence occurs because of
structural and environmental factors and that it
is necessary to achieve certain political goals.
Instead, the authors discover, violent insurgency
is rarely justifiable on strategic grounds.
The New Rulers of the World - John Pilger
2003-04-17
Pilger tackles the injustices and double
standards inherent in the politics of globalization
and exposes the terrible truth behind the power
and wealth of states and corporations.
The Anti-coup - Gene Sharp 2003-01-01
A Duty to Resist - Candice Delmas 2018-08-01
What are our responsibilities in the face of
injustice? How far should we go to fight it? Many
would argue that as long as a state is nearly just,
citizens have a moral duty to obey the law.
Proponents of civil disobedience generally hold
that, given this moral duty, a person needs a
solid justification to break the law. But activists
from Henry David Thoreau and Mohandas
Gandhi to the Movement for Black Lives have
long recognized that there are times when,
rather than having a duty to obey the law, we
have a duty to disobey it. Taking seriously the
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history of this activism, A Duty to Resist wrestles
with the problem of political obligation in real
world societies that harbor injustice. Candice
Delmas argues that the duty of justice, the
principle of fairness, the Samaritan duty, and
political association impose responsibility to
resist under conditions of injustice. We must
expand political obligation to include a duty to
resist unjust laws and social conditions even in
legitimate states. For Delmas, this duty to resist
demands principled disobedience, and such
disobedience need not always be civil. At times,
covert, violent, evasive, or offensive acts of
lawbreaking can be justified, even required.
Delmas defends the viability and necessity of
illegal assistance to undocumented migrants,
leaks of classified information, distributed
denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks, sabotage,
armed self-defense, guerrilla art, and other
modes of resistance. There are limits: principle
alone does not justify law breaking. But uncivil
disobedience can sometimes be not only
permissible but required in the effort to resist
injustice.
Civil Resistance Tactics in the 21st Century
- Michael Beer 2021-02-23
Civil Resistance Tactics in the 21st Century
belongs on the virtual bookshelf of anyone who
is studying or practicing nonviolent action.
Scholars: Explore updated categories and tactics
that respect and expand on Gene Sharp's
landmark work. Teachers & Trainers: Give your
participants a brief overview of the whole range
of nonviolent tactics used around the world,
when and how those tactics work, and how
nonviolent tactics differ from, or combine with,
other types of civil resistance. Activists: Use this
concise guide to expand your toolbox and
sharpen your analytical tools for selecting
powerful strategies for your campaigns. This
book dovetails with two huge online sources
(Nonviolence International's Nonviolent Tactics
Database and Organizing & Training Archive) so
that you can move seamlessly between strategy
and implementation.
Nonviolent Revolutions - Sharon Erickson
Nepstad 2011-07-28
In this work, Sharon Erickson Nepstad analyzes
civilian insurrections in China, East Germany,
Panama, Chile, Kenya, and the Philippines.
Blueprint for Revolution - Srdja Popovic

2015-02-03
An urgent and accessible handbook for peaceful
protesters, activists, and community
organizers—anyone trying to defend their rights,
hold their government accountable, or change
the world Blueprint for Revolution will teach you
how to • make oppression backfire by playing
your opponents’ strongest card against them •
identify the “almighty pillars of power” in order
to shift the balance of control • dream big, but
start small: learn how to pick battles you can win
• listen to what people actually care about in
order to incorporate their needs into your
revolutionary vision • master the art of
compromise to bring together even the most
disparate groups • recognize your allies and
view your enemies as potential partners • use
humor to make yourself heard, defuse
potentially violent situations, and “laugh your
way to victory” Praise for Blueprint for
Revolution “The title is no exaggeration. Otpor’s
methods . . . have been adopted by democracy
movements around the world. The Egyptian
opposition used them to topple Hosni Mubarak.
In Lebanon, the Serbs helped the Cedar
Revolution extricate the country from Syrian
control. In Maldives, their methods were the key
to overthrowing a dictator who had held power
for thirty years. In many other countries, people
have used what Canvas teaches to accomplish
other political goals, such as fighting corruption
or protecting the environment.”—The New York
Times “A clear, well-constructed, and easily
applicable set of principles for any David facing
any Goliath (sans slingshot, of course) . . . By the
end of Blueprint, the idea that a punch is no
match for a punch line feels like anything but a
joke.”—The Boston Globe “An entertaining
primer on the theory and practice of peaceful
protest.”—The Guardian “With this wonderful
book, Srdja Popovic is inspiring ordinary people
facing injustice and oppression to use this tool
kit to challenge their oppressors and create
something much better. When I was growing up,
we dreamed that young people could bring down
those who misused their power and create a
more just and democratic society. For Srdja
Popovic, living in Belgrade in 1998, this same
dream was potentially a much more dangerous
idea. But with an extraordinarily courageous
group of students that formed Otpor!, Srdja used
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imagination, invention, cunning, and lots of
humor to create a movement that not only
succeeded in toppling the brutal dictator
Slobodan Milošević but has become a blueprint
for nonviolent revolution around the world. Srdja
rules!”—Peter Gabriel “Blueprint for Revolution
is not only a spirited guide to changing the world
but a breakthrough in the annals of advice for
those who seek justice and democracy. It asks
(and not heavy-handedly): As long as you want to
change the world, why not do it joyfully? It’s not
just funny. It’s seriously funny. No joke.”—Todd
Gitlin, author of The Sixties and Occupy Nation
How Nonviolent Struggle Works - Gene Sharp
2013-08-01
Twenty Years After Communism - Michael H.
Bernhard 2014
"Remembering the past, especially as
collectivity, is a political process, thus the
politics of memory and commemoration is an
integral part of the establishment of new
political regimes, new identities, and new
principles of political legitimacy. This volume is
about the explosion of the politics of memory
triggered by the fall of state socialism in Eastern
Europe, particularly about the politics of its
commemoration twenty years later. It offers
seventeen in-depth case studies, an original
theoretical framework, and a comparative study
of memory regime types and their origins. Four
different kinds of mnemonic actors are
identified: mnemonic warriors, mnemonic
pluralists, mnemonic abnegators, and mnemonic
prospectives. Their combinations render three
different types of memory regimes: fractured,
pillarized, and unified. Disciplined comparative
analysis shows how several different
configurations of factors affect the emergence of
mnemonic actors and different varieties of
memory regimes. There are three groups of
causal factors that influence the political form of
the memory regime: the range of structural
constraints the actors face (e.g., the type of
regime transformation), cultural constraints
linked to past political conflict (e.g., salient
ethnic or religious cleavages), and cultural and
strategic choices actors make (e.g. framing postcommunist political identities)"-What Universities Owe Democracy - Ronald J.
Daniels 2021-10-05

Introduction -- American dreams : access,
mobility, fairness -- Free minds : educating
democratic citizens -- Hard facts : knowledge
creation and checking power -- Purposeful
pluralism : dialogue across difference on campus
-- Conclusion.
Nonviolent struggle - Srđa Popović 2006
Glossary of Civil Resistance - Hardy Merriman
2020-12-09
Gene Sharp - Ruaridh Arrow 2020-11-06
Gene Sharp is the world's most celebrated
expert in nonviolent revolution. Nominated for
the Nobel Peace Prize four times, his guidebook
for revolutionaries has been translated into more
than 40 languages, slipped across borders and
hidden from secret policemen all over the world.
For decades, people who wanted to take down
their dictatorship made a pilgrimage to Gene
Sharp for help. With access to newly released
files from Gene Sharp's archive, How to Start a
Revolution reveals the hidden forces behind the
headlines - the strategies passed from the
jungles of Burma, to the streets of Iran, the Arab
Spring and the looming battle to defend
democracy in the West. This is the story of the
power of people to change their world, the
modern revolution and the man behind it all.
The Politics of Nonviolent Action: Power
and struggle - Gene Sharp 1973
Tre Binds værk, der beskriver og forklarer ikkevoldelige handlinger og aktioner. I bind I Power
and Struggle undersøges den politiske magt og
hvordan den opstår og hvordan den kan
undermineres bl.a. ved at anvende ikke-vold.
Udg. 1973.:105 s.:not.fig.
The Mitrokhin Archive II - Christopher Andrew
2014-01-02
The second sensational volume of 'One of the
biggest intelligence coups in recent years' (The
Times) When Vasili Mitrokhin revealed his
archive of Russian intelligence material to the
world it caused an international sensation. The
Mitrokhin Archive II reveals in full the secrets of
this remarkable cache, showing for the first time
the astonishing extent of the KGB's global power
and influence. 'The long-awaited second tranche
from the KGB archive ... co-authored by our
leading authority on the secret machinations of
the Evil Empire' Sunday Times 'Stunning ... the
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stuff of legend ... a unique insight into KGB
activities on a global scale' Spectator 'Headline
news ... as great a credit to the scholarship of its
author as to the dedication and courage of its
originator' Sunday Telegraph 'There are gems on
every page' Financial Times
This Is an Uprising - Mark Engler 2016-02-09
Strategic nonviolent action has reasserted itself
as a potent force in shaping public debate and
forcing political change. Whether it is an
explosive surge of protest calling for racial
justice in the United States, a demand for
democratic reform in Hong Kong or Mexico, a
wave of uprisings against dictatorship in the
Middle East, or a tent city on Wall Street that
spreads throughout the country, when mass
movements erupt onto our television screens,
the media portrays them as being as
spontaneous and unpredictable. In This is an
Uprising, political analysts Mark and Paul
Engler uncover the organization and wellplanned strategies behind such outbursts of
protest, examining core principles that have
been used to spark and guide moments of
transformative unrest. This is an Uprising traces
the evolution of civil resistance, providing new
insights into the contributions of early
experimenters such as Mohandas Gandhi and
Martin Luther King Jr., groundbreaking theorists
such as Gene Sharp and Frances Fox Piven, and
contemporary practitioners who have toppled
repressive regimes in countries such as South
Africa, Serbia, and Egypt. Drawing from
discussions with activists now working to defend
human rights, challenge corporate corruption,
and combat climate change, the Englers show
how people with few resources and little
influence in conventional politics can
nevertheless engineer momentous upheavals.
Although it continues to prove its importance in
political life, the strategic use of nonviolent
action is poorly understood. Nonviolence is
usually studied as a philosophy or moral code,
rather than as a method of political conflict,
disruption, and escalation. This is an Uprising
corrects this oversight. It argues that if we are
always taken by surprise by dramatic outbreaks
of revolt, and if we decline to incorporate them
into our view of how societies progress, then we
pass up the chance to fully grasp a critical
phenomenon—and to harness its power to create

lasting change.
Figures of Speech - William Bennett Turner
2011-02-01
“Turner tells fascinating stories of unlikely
heroes and explains difficult legal issues clearly
and concisely, educating and entertaining at the
same time.” —Elizabeth Farnsworth, PBS
NewsHour Recounting controversial First
Amendment cases from the Red Scare era to
Citizens United, William Bennett Turner—a
Berkeley law professor who has argued three
cases before the Supreme Court—shows how
we’ve arrived at our contemporary
understanding of free speech. His strange cast
of heroes and villains, some drawn from cases he
has litigated, includes Communists, Jehovah’s
Witnesses, Ku Klux Klansmen, the world’s
leading pornographer, prison wardens, dogged
reporters, federal judges, a computer whiz, and
a countercultural comedian. This is a fascinating
look at how the scope of our First Amendment
freedoms has evolved and the colorful
characters behind some of the most important
legal decisions of modern times. “In Figures of
Speech, celebrated civil rights attorney Bill
Turner has crafted a rare gem: a concise, clearly
written book that provides a trenchant
introduction to the complexities of First
Amendment law as well as riveting, behind-thescenes accounts of some of the most
controversial free-speech cases in American
history. Anyone interested in politics, the law,
and the future of American democracy should
read this important, vigorously argued book.”
—Robert Perkinson, author of Texas Tough
“Turner attempts to enlighten those with only a
vague conception of their rights . . . an
important reference on the First Amendment.”
—SFGate
Democracy - Inter-parliamentary Union 1998
Principles to realization - Cherif Bassiouni
End of History and the Last Man - Francis
Fukuyama 2006-03-01
Ever since its first publication in 1992, The End
of History and the Last Man has provoked
controversy and debate. Francis Fukuyama's
prescient analysis of religious fundamentalism,
politics, scientific progress, ethical codes, and
war is as essential for a world fighting
fundamentalist terrorists as it was for the end of
the Cold War. Now updated with a new
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afterword, The End of History and the Last Man
is a modern classic.
Governance in the 21st Century - OECD
2001-04-27
This book explores some of the opportunities
and risks - economic, social and technological that decision-makers will have to address, and
outlines what needs to be done to foster
society's capacity to manage its future more
flexibly and with broader participation of its
citizens.
Dictators and Autocrats - Klaus Larres
2021-10-31
In order to truly understand the emergence,
endurance, and legacy of autocracy, this volume
of engaging essays explores how autocratic
power is acquired, exercised, and transferred or
abruptly ended through the careers and politics
of influential figures in more than 20 countries
and six regions. The book looks at both
traditional "hard" dictators, such as Hitler,
Stalin, and Mao, and more modern "soft" or
populist autocrats, who are in the process of
transforming once fully democratic countries
into autocratic states, including Recep Tayyip
Erdoğan in Turkey, Brazilian leader Jair
Bolsonaro, Rodrigo Duterte in the Philippines,
Narendra Modi in India, and Viktor Orbán in
Hungary. The authors touch on a wide range of
autocratic and dictatorial figures in the past and
present, including present-day autocrats, such
as Vladimir Putin and Xi Jinping, military
leaders, and democratic leaders with
authoritarian aspirations. They analyze the
transition of selected autocrats from democratic
or benign semi-democratic systems to harsher
forms of autocracy, with either quite disastrous
or more successful outcomes. An ideal reader for
students and scholars, as well as the general
public, interested in international affairs,
leadership studies, contemporary history and
politics, global studies, security studies,
economics, psychology, and behavioral studies.
Waging Peace - David Hartsough 2014-11-01
David Hartsough knows how to get in the way.
He has used his body to block Navy ships headed
for Vietnam and trains loaded with munitions on
their way to El Salvador and Nicaragua. He has
crossed borders to meet “the enemy” in East
Berlin, Castro’s Cuba, and present-day Iran. He
has marched with mothers confronting a violent

regime in Guatemala and stood with refugees
threatened by death squads in the Philippines.
Waging Peace is a testament to the difference
one person can make. Hartsough’s stories
inspire, educate, and encourage readers to find
ways to work for a more just and peaceful world.
Inspired by the examples of Mahatma Gandhi
and Martin Luther King Jr., Hartsough has spent
his life experimenting with the power of active
nonviolence. It is the story of one man’s effort to
live as though we were all brothers and sisters.
Engaging stories on every page provide a peace
activist’s eyewitness account of many of the
major historical events of the past sixty years,
including the Civil Rights and anti–Vietnam War
movements in the United States and the littleknown but equally significant nonviolent efforts
in the Soviet Union, Kosovo, Palestine, Sri
Lanka, and the Philippines. Hartsough’s story
demonstrates the power and effectiveness of
organized nonviolent action. But Waging Peace
is more than one man’s memoir. Hartsough
shows how this struggle is waged all over the
world by ordinary people committed to ending
the spiral of violence and war.
The Force of Nonviolence - Judith Butler
2021-02-09
“Judith Butler is the most creative and
courageous social theorist writing today." –
Cornel West “Judith Butler is quite simply one of
the most probing, challenging, and influential
thinkers of our time.” – J. M. Bernstein Judith
Butler’s new book shows how an ethic of
nonviolence must be connected to a broader
political struggle for social equality. Further, it
argues that nonviolence is often misunderstood
as a passive practice that emanates from a calm
region of the soul, or as an individualist ethical
relation to existing forms of power. But, in fact,
nonviolence is an ethical position found in the
midst of the political field. An aggressive form of
nonviolence accepts that hostility is part of our
psychic constitution, but values ambivalence as
a way of checking the conversion of aggression
into violence. One contemporary challenge to a
politics of nonviolence points out that there is a
difference of opinion on what counts as violence
and nonviolence. The distinction between them
can be mobilized in the service of ratifying the
state’s monopoly on violence. Considering
nonviolence as an ethical problem within a
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political philosophy requires a critique of
individualism as well as an understanding of the
psychosocial dimensions of violence. Butler
draws upon Foucault, Fanon, Freud, and
Benjamin to consider how the interdiction
against violence fails to include lives regarded as
ungrievable. By considering how “racial
phantasms” inform justifications of state and
administrative violence, Butler tracks how
violence is often attributed to those who are
most severely exposed to its lethal effects. The
struggle for nonviolence is found in movements
for social transformation that reframe the
grievability of lives in light of social equality and
whose ethical claims follow from an insight into
the interdependency of life as the basis of social
and political equality.
The Power of the Powerless: Citizens
Against the State in Central Eastern Europe
- Vaclav Havel 2016-09-16
Designed as an introduction to emergency
management, this book includes pieces on:
social, political, and fiscal aspects of risk
management; land-use planning and building
code enforcement regulations; insurance issues;
emergency management systems; and managing
natural and manmade disasters.
There are Realistic Alternatives - Gene Sharp
2003-01-01
Waging Nonviolent Struggle - Gene Sharp
2013
"Instructs how to strategically plan nonviolent
action, a technique of waging conflict that uses
protest, noncooperation and intervention. Draws
parallels between nonviolent and military
strategy. Documents twenty-three cases showing
how nonviolent action has been applied to
conflicts throughout the world in the twentieth
century"--Provided by publisher.
Gandhi as a Political Strategist - Gene Sharp
1979
From Dictatorship to Democracy - Gene Sharp
2008
A serious introduction to the use of nonviolent
action to topple dictatorships. Based on the
author's study, over a period of forty years, on
non-violent methods of demonstration, it was
originally published in 1993 in Thailand for
distribution among Burmese dissidents.

The Activists' Handbook - Aidan Ricketts
2012-03-08
A priceless resource for everyone ready to make
a difference, environmental activist Aidan
Ricketts offers a step-by-step handbook for
citizens eager to start or get involved in grassroots movements and beyond. Providing all
essential practical tools, methods and strategies
needed for a successful campaign and
extensively discussing legal and ethical issues,
this book empowers its readers to effectively
promote their cause. Lots of ready-to-use
documents and comprehensive information on
digital activism and group strategy make this
book an essential companion for any campaign.
Including case studies from the US, UK, Canada
and Australia, this is the ultimate guidebook to
participatory democracy.
Civilian Jihad - M. Stephan 2009-12-07
This book examines the role of nonviolent civil
resistance in challenging tyranny and promoting
democratic-self rule in the greater Middle East
using case studies and analyses of how religion,
youth, women, technology and external actors
have influenced the outcome of civil resistance
in the region.
On Strategic Nonviolent Conflict - Robert L.
Helvey 2004
On Strategic Nonviolent Conflict delves into the
question of how to build a strategy for
nonviolent struggle. Covering a variety of topics-such as ways to identify a movement's
objectives, preparing a strategic estimate for a
nonviolent struggle, and operational planning
considerations--this publication contains insights
on the similarities between military and
nonviolent strategy. It represents a major new
contribution to this field of study. Additional
topics covered in the book include psychological
operations and propaganda, contaminants that
may affect the efficiency of a nonviolent
movement, and providing consultations and
training for members of movements and
organizations.
The Shock Doctrine - Naomi Klein 2010-04-01
The bestselling author of No Logo shows how
the global "free market" has exploited crises and
shock for three decades, from Chile to Iraq In
her groundbreaking reporting, Naomi Klein
introduced the term "disaster capitalism."
Whether covering Baghdad after the U.S.
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occupation, Sri Lanka in the wake of the
tsunami, or New Orleans post-Katrina, she
witnessed something remarkably similar. People
still reeling from catastrophe were being hit
again, this time with economic "shock
treatment," losing their land and homes to rapidfire corporate makeovers. The Shock Doctrine
retells the story of the most dominant ideology
of our time, Milton Friedman's free market
economic revolution. In contrast to the popular
myth of this movement's peaceful global victory,
Klein shows how it has exploited moments of
shock and extreme violence in order to
implement its economic policies in so many parts
of the world from Latin America and Eastern
Europe to South Africa, Russia, and Iraq. At the
core of disaster capitalism is the use of
cataclysmic events to advance radical
privatization combined with the privatization of
the disaster response itself. Klein argues that by
capitalizing on crises, created by nature or war,
the disaster capitalism complex now exists as a
booming new economy, and is the violent

culmination of a radical economic project that
has been incubating for fifty years.
The four dimensions of power - Mark Haugaard
2020-06-26
Poor Economics - Abhijit Banerjee 2012-03-27
The winners of the Nobel Prize in Economics
upend the most common assumptions about how
economics works in this gripping and disruptive
portrait of how poor people actually live. Why do
the poor borrow to save? Why do they miss out
on free life-saving immunizations, but pay for
unnecessary drugs? In Poor Economics, Abhijit
V. Banerjee and Esther Duflo, two awardwinning MIT professors, answer these questions
based on years of field research from around the
world. Called "marvelous, rewarding" by the
Wall Street Journal, the book offers a radical
rethinking of the economics of poverty and an
intimate view of life on 99 cents a day. Poor
Economics shows that creating a world without
poverty begins with understanding the daily
decisions facing the poor.
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